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PLASMA FOCUS EXPERIMENTS POWERED BY EXPLOSIVE GENERATORS*

B. L. FREEMA!!, R. S. CAIRD, D. J. ERICKSON, C. M. FOWLER, W. B. GARN,

H. W. KRUSE, J. C. KING, D. E. BARTRAM, P. J. KRUSE

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

ABSTRACT . Our plasma focus project began as an effort to develop an

inten9e, pulsed, expendable neutron radiographic source. Since prcviou8

efforts to power a plasma focus with explosive generators had been success-

ful, we proposed to couple our plate generators to a coaxia.lm-8eometrY

plasma focus to achieve this goal. Utilizing a small capacitor bank and a

selected set of diagnostics, the explosive experiments were successfully

ccnducted with maximum currents of 1.5 MA to 2.4 MA. A maximum neutron
.
yield of - 3 x 1011 (DD) neutrons was achieved at the 2.4 MA level. Since

the neutron yield did scale ae a power of the maximum delivered current,

and the neutron-producing source region was small, we conclude that this

approach is an attractive optior. to achieve +sneutron radiographic Bource.

The need for a reliable open-circuiting switch at several rnegarnpereshas

resulted in postponement of the project.

*
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1. INTRODUCTION

FREEMAN, B. L.

The plasma focus project began as an effort to develop an intense,

pulsed, expendable neutron radiographic source. The ?mphaais of the

project was to devise such a source relatively quickly with limited

resources . The plasma focus, with its impressive empirical scaling curve,

was the logical device to use in achievjng our goal. The desired neutron

fluences implied that a coaxial dense plasma focus (Mather gun) ❑ust be

operated with peak. currents of 10 MA to achieve associated neutron yielas

cf > 1015 DD neutrons/pulse, Fig. 1. The expendable character of this

source and the limits of our resources ❑eant that explosive generator power

supplies were attractive for both the development program and the final ap-

. plicati~n. In the past, explosive spiral generators have been used by

Beckner and Crawford [1] and Bernard et al. [2]. to supply

current for a plasma focus. The French group had achieved

Gf - 109 DD neutrons/pulse with maximum currents of < 1 MA.

the operating

a neutron yield

In our con-

text, 8 reasonable approach was to employ our fast plate generators for

this application due to their much higher dL/dt characteristics and faster

power pulse.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

Given the speculative nature of this project, the effort has followed

a progressive experimental program through increasin~ly higher current op-

erational levels. This has provided for the physical understanding and

development of high current plasma focuo devices and steered the

development of higher current explosive generator power supplies. In addi-

tion, extensive work with capacitor driven experiments preceeded all

explosive 6Pnerator shots.

The explosive flux compressors used in these tests were the plate-type

generators (Fig. 2). Initial shots were performed with the small 26.4 cm

- long by 13.2 cm wide devices. The original nearly parallel plate configu-

ration was altered for inputloutput separation of 7.12 cm and 12.7 cm,

respectively. Later experiments employed the larger version of this flux

compressor. This device is 52.8 cm long tind 13.2 cm wide. The input/cut-

put plate Reparations were again 7.62 cm and 12.7 cm, respectively. Thie

particular generator ham an Initial inductance of - 235 nH and Is leaded

with - 15 Kg of PBX-9501 explosive.

The indoor laboratory facility permitted capacitive drive of the

plasma focu. for parameter studies, diagrlostic development, and

conditioning for explosive tests. The capacitor bank atoren 72 KJ of

energy at 20 KV in 24, 14.7 VF mudulca. When configured with aix gaa

ewitchee and 72, 1.83 m, SK-198 cable~, the inductance is - 9.8 nH. The

maximum current delivered to a plasma focuo is 1.0-1.1 MA, with a quarter
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period of - 4 ~s. The entire pulsed power system was single-point grounded

to provide a quiet environment for a reliable recordtng capa~ility.

Our explosive pulsed powez facility provides the necessary elements in

a high-reliability context to fire relatively complex, single shot, explo-

sive experiments. The initial flux source associated with t“nis system

consists of two 1470 PF capacitor banks. Each bank is simply cabled to

fire through ore detonator actuated

459 KJ and has an inductance of -

facility is single-point grounded.

mobile instrumentation trailers.

switch. At 25 KV, each bank stores

60 nH. Like our indoor laboratory this

It also provtaes limited support for

. h’e selected the coaxial geometry plasma focus configuration (Fig. 3)

and intentionally elected to operate the 3un in the so-called high pressure

mode. The coaxial gun has a center electrode (anode) diameter of 10.2 cm

and an outer electrode internal diarneti’rof 15.2 cm. Tl,e Pyre. insulator

is 0.64 cm thick. Initially, this insulator was 5 cm long but was later

lengthened to 7.6 cm, as a precautionary measure. Th~ plasma focus anode

length has been varied between 20.3 cm and 25.4 cm to accommodate the

rundown times dictated by the power pulse characterie’tics and initicl gas

ill?,pressure. The outer electrode covstst.e of 24, 38.1 cm long by 0,95 cm

diameter bars with a reinforcing ring on the focus end. The inductance of

the header and gun breech is - 2.6 nH.

The diagnostics employed in these experiments included the rneasuremen~

of the full compliltlentof electrical characteristics, an exte~ ;lve array of

neutron detectors, and optical-image cl)aInel-plate intensifier cameras.
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Currents w~?re monitored on both the generator assembly and the plasma focus

header with Rogowski coils. The gun voltage was measured using a shielded

resistive probe with a frequency response of - 500 MHz. Neutron emission

was characterized with activation methods, prompt and time-of-flight

detectors, and a one-dimensional neutren imaging system. Silver, sulfur,

and iridium were used for activation measurements of total yield with a

combined accuracy of - t3%. Prompt and time-of-flight instruments were

used to record the” reaction history and energy spectra of the neutron

yields. Lines-of-flight as long as 142 m both parallel ~nd perpendicular

to the plasma focus axis were used for energy resolution. The neutron

imaging system was used to determine the neutron emission ae a function of

the position along the focus ax!.s, beyond the end of the anode. Finally,

. and perhaps most important, the :hannel-plate cameras took < 5 ns exposure,

end-on optical images of the pla~ma 8heath at two different times during

the cperatioll Gf the gun. These camerae provided much of the critical

failure-mode information and many clues for correlating the other diagnos-

tics Into a unified picture of the experiments.

The procedure for firing a generator powered plasma focus shot

typically required about five days to complete, but we were able to fire as

often as once every three dayB. Initially, the neceesarv blast ehielding

was put into place, and grounding and diagnostic were laid out on the

firing table. Once this was complete, parallel plate transmission lines

were placed and connected to the focus header rings via 72, 4.27 m long

RG-40/100 cables. Next, the explosive generator waa met into place and

cmnccted tc the transmission lines. Using the laboratory capacitor bank,

the plasma focun device was preconditioned with a number of ehota, ueually

#
.
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- 50-75. When the explosive pulsed power supply was complete and the in-

strumentation was at full readiness, the plasma focus was prefilled to the

initial pressure of deuteriurn for the tast, sealed, and disconnected from

the laboratory pulsed power and vacuum systems. The gun was then

transported - 2.3 KM, attached to the header rings at the explosive facili-

ty, and fired within 30-90 min. At a more leisurely pace, the plasma

device was returned to the indoor facility for cleaning and reconfiguration

for the next test.
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3. EXPEP.IMENTAL RESULTS

The total neutron yield for each shot was monitored with three activa-

tion techniques and an integrated reaccion-history time-of-fllght to an

energy of 1 MeV. The shots that, in retrospect, were least influenced by

adverse variables were III-2 (YN = 4.5 xlOIO neutron~; 1- = 1.5 MA),

111-3 (yN = 6.6 x 1010 neutrons; IW = 1.9 MA), and IV-2 (YN _ 2.O x 1011

ne’ltrons; lMAX - 2.1 MA). Other shots did produce neutron yielde. In

fact, the maximum yield obtained was 2.7 x 101! neutrons with a maximum

current of 2.4 MA, but we have reason to believe that this was a sub-opti-

mal reeult due to a plssma sheath interaction with the vacuum chamber wall-

The reason foy the large array of detection methods was to ensure a

. cross-checked result for each event. An example of the agreements between

these measurements is provided by

for iridium, sulfur, and silver

6.6 M 1010 neutrons, and 6.6 x 1010

shot 111-3. For this test, the results

activation were 6.7 x 1010 neutrons,

neutrons, respectively. The integrated

prompt neutron signal gave X 9 X 1010 neutrons. While this particular mea-

surement yielded the largest variance on III-3, by the time IV-11 was fired

the integrated prompt neutron r:sult was identical to the activation mea-

surement of 1.7 x 1011 neutrons.

The source distribution was observed along the axis of the plasuM

focus using a collimated, slitted fluor/photouultiplier technique. In

Fi&. 4A, one has an example of the data that is obtained from this

inatrumenz after the signals have beet: common-timed for shot IV-11, For

this experiment, the detectors wlthtn this iuscrlrnent; 50, 60, 70, 80, and

90; were vfewing poeitions 1, 3, 6, b.5, u~~d 11 mm from the anode. We
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cbtain Fig. 4B by taking snapshots in time and replotting the distribution

data for IV-11 as position versus intensity. This result indicates that

the centroid of the neutron producing region moves around appreciably, but

that the time integrated neutron source is - 1-1.1 cm long for the bulk of

the total y~.eld.

Reaction history time-of-flight measurements were typically recorded

at - 2.5 m and -12m from the foc9s region.

(full-width-half-maximum) of these signals varied from 48 ns

to 85 ns for shots IV-2 and TV-8. For IV-10 with the maximum

The FWHM

on shot III-3

neutron yield

of 2)7 x 1o11 neutrons, the l?’WHMwaj 64 ns. All of the shots producing

significant neutron yield showed structure in the neutron pulse.

- Typically, a double peak was observed where the time separation was about

20-30 ns, Fig. 5.

Neutron energy spectra were obtained fcr both the radial and axial

directions. With lines-of-sight Z 140 m long, the time separation between

the x-ray peak and the neutron pulse is - 6.2 us. Typical data obtained

from these detectors is given by Fig. 6A. For this test, detector 30 is

the axial instrument a.~dis bandwidth limited by an 8 MHz fiber optic link

between the photomultiplier and the.recording trailer. The radial detec-

tor, 40, was connected to the recordtng instrument with coaxial cable.

Both detectors were located 141 .nfrom the plasma focus. Transformation of

these signals into the energy spectra (Fig. 6B) yields a peak in the axial

spectrum at - 3.0 MeV and a peak in the radial spectrum at 2.3 MeV. The

widths of these peaks were 0.53 YeV and 0.80 MeV for the axial and radial

spectra, respectively. The radial result of 2.3 MeV is significantly lower
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than the expected value of 2.45 MeV. In addition to this aspect, there are

several other, as yet, unresolved questions regarding the interpretation of

this source of information.

Using the channel-plate camera in conjunction with other diagnostics,

several key phenomena relating to the dynanics of the plasma sheath were

obsened. With the laboratory capacitor bank, we have been able to

distinguish between the low and high pressure operational modes. In the

low pressure mode, the plasma sheath is thick, diffuse, and ill defined.

In addition to visible characteristics, the plasma focus peiformed

erratically with large fluctuations in electrical and neutron-production

characteristics from shot to shot. The high pressure mode resulted in a

. thin, sharply defined plasma sheath. Also, machine operation was quite

consistent with highly reproducible operating parameters. In fact, after

several years of operating a plasm focus with our 72 U bank, we have

never observed a failure of this gun to ,?erform normally in the high

pressure mode that was not dtrectly related to a capacitc~r bank rnal.func-

tion.

In an early-time observation, we learned that at the time of plasma

sheath formation the plasma expands radially from t~.eend of the coaxial

insulator more rapidly than elsewhere along its length. In fact, intensi-

fier photographs indicate that this outward radial expansion may be as fast

as > 20 cmlus, as compared to axial sheath rundown velocities of

10-15 cm/us. Two dimensional calculations with Lindemuth [31 have

indicated that the cauae ~f this behavior IS simply the axial temperature

profile of the current sheath ao it begins its radial expansion during the
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inverse pinch. The plasma in this area is farther from potential contami-

nation sources and is hotter.

The image intensifier cameras were essential to sorting out two

contradictory behavior characteristics for the plasma focus operating under

generator drive. Tb.e first of these resulted from the requirement of

mobiiity for the experiment. Since the focus device was actually moved

from the laboratory to the flux compression facility, efforts were made to

reduce the weight and size of the gun. Thus , in the Series IV experiments,

we used a 30 cm diameter vacuum chamber. At higher currents, > 2 MA, cham-

ber asymmetries induced late-time breech discharges, Fig. 7. When the

internal structure of the chamber was symmetrized, we achieved focus

. formation at slightly higher currents, but the same difficulty occurred

again with a slight increase in current. With the Series V shots, we used

a 65 cm diameter chamber, and this failure ❑c>dewas not observed. Our in-

terpretation is that a shock was reflected off the chamber wall, back into

the electrode geometry, to cause a late-time breakdown in the focus breech.

The other
.

sheath characteristic is tied to a relationship between 10

(the initial time-derivative of the current) and P. (the initial gas

pressu:e) that will permit stable propagation of the plasma sheath. If

either the ;O is too low or the PO is too high, a eecc)nd: asymmetrical

plasma sheath will form behind the primary structure due to excessive re-

sidual gas remaining near the inslllator. This will destroy the symmetry

required for a focus to form. Stated differently, larger ~o’s permit oper-

ation with higher Po’s, while reducing the residual gas behind the plaqma
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sheath. This result is in good agreement with Fischer’s [4] observation cf

coronal discharge characteristics at the time of plasma sheath formation.

An example of the roltage, current, and ~ signals (IV-2) are shown in

Fig. 8. In all three traces, one observes the characteristic behavior as-

sociated with the focus pinch formation. However, there are some aspects

of these quantities that reflect the nature of the plate-generator pulsed

power supply. The initial ~ supplied to the gun is relatively low,

- 0.5 MA/vs, but rather than trailing off, as with a capacitor drive, the ?

actually rises to - 0.8 FM/ps. As a result of this, the current rises in

almost a straight line to a - 2.1 MA peak current. This is to be

contrasted with the sinusoidal behavior of a c?pacitor bank. Of course,

- the voltage also rises with the higher ?, so the largest voltage appearing

in the coaxial geometry is coincident with the higl,est currents, excepting

the pinch behavior. The maximum power supplied to the plasma focus from

the power supply in this case is - 59 GW.
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4. DISCUSSION

FREEMAN, B. L.

The plasma focus project has now achieved a ~xirnum neutron yield of

3 x 911 n~utrons with a peak current of 2.4 MA. If the yields for shots

III-2, III-3, and IV-2 are plotted on an empirical scaling curve against

data obtained with capacitively driven systems, our results, even ●hc)ugh

single shot in neture, compare very favoraDly (Fig. 1). Our yields appear

tG scale a? 14 5or I. These scaling results also compare quite well with

those of Friewald and Downing [5], who demonstrated a scaling of V5 cn a

capacitor facility.

Time-resolved neutron ❑easurements produced two very encouraging

results with the plasma focus operatirq in the high pressure mode. The

neutron emitting region, as observed with the one-dimensional neutcon

imaging system, was short In axial length, - 1 cm long. Since thi~

instrument was not turned to observe in the radial direction, we can not

specify a source volum. . Nevertheless, the measured length is in good

agreement with the 5-12 mm long by 2 mm diameter sollrce region reported by

Trusillo et al. [6]. The FWHM of the neuiron production history varied

from 48 ns to 85 ns over the several experiments producing significant neu-

tron yield. For the maximum yield of - 3 x 1011 neutrons, the FWHM was

64 ns. Both of these characteristics are desirable for a pulsed, neutron

radiographic source. Ideally, one desires a point source of neutrons that

Is produced in a very short time. Currently, our spectral neutron inform~-

tion is puzzling, and further work will be required to under. -and its

conten~. However, the axial detector clearly indicates that the source
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region is ❑oving away from the anode. The one-dimensional source distribu-

tion measurement also indicates something of this nature.

A combination of plasma sheath observations and electrical diagnostics

revealed that we are ~. or power l:mited at the time when the plasma focus

is switched into the ~ulsed power circuit for the generator driven tests.

Given a relationsb,ip between ~. and Po, we have already observed that

larger ?.’s permit operation with h~gher PO’9 while reducin~ the reaidtial

gas remaining in the breech region. Unfortunately, the limitations an the

:.’s, that the generators used in these experiments can produce at 3-4 us

before burnout, imposed rather severe limits on the Po’”s that would result

in satisfactory plasma sheath performance. For example, the generator

. power supply used for the maximum current~ of 2.4 MA provided only

~ 1 MA/Ps at switch time to the plasma focus. This is compatible with a PO

of 5 torr, rather than the 10-15 torx desired for the peak curzent

delivered. These ueable ga~ pre.ssurea result in a transition toward the

low pressure ❑ode of operation late in the poker pulse with the highest

currents obtainable. This leads to a conclusion that we are ~o-limited,

early in the power pulse, in a manner which does not permit a compatible

set of initial condition. One way to overcome this difficulty 10 to use

an”open circuiting switch in the ballast inductor loop of the power supply

circuit. A useful switch for plasma focus experiments would interrupt a

few megamperes in < 1 us and remain open for the 3 to 4 uo pulse delivered

to the device.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

FREEMAN, B. L.

The plasma focue is a very promising device for a neutron radiographic

source for three reasons. We have measured a neutron yield scaling

proporti~aal to 14-5. The axial extent of the neutron producing region is

small, < 1 cm. The FWHM of the neutron reaction history is short,

< 100 ns.

We have observed the two dominant operating modes of a plasma focus,

low and high pressure, and selected the high pressure mode as appropriate

for the generator driven cxperirnents. During the early phases .! the in-

verse pinch, the pla~rna expands with a velocity > 20 cm/us at the end of

the insulator. The quiintity of residual Gas remal~ling behind the primary

plasma sheath has been related to the interaction of the initial gas

pressure and the initial time-derivative oi the current.

This relationship forces us to conclude that the generator power

supply imposed limits orl the performance of the plasma focus* The power

flow limitation at switch time impo~ed restrictions on the initial filling

gns pressure and made it difficult-to-impossible to avoid a transition

towi{rd ti low pressure operating mode for the higher current experiments.

An open circuiting switch would provide an obvious remedy to this

restriction, while makinb the gcner~tor power supply ruch more efficient In

transferring current to its load. We have not obaervcd any fundamental

power Flnw limitattont3 in the plasma focu~.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FREEMAN, B, L.

Figure 1. Neu2ron yield versus peak current per pulse [7]. Shots III-2,

III-3, and IV-2 are plotted aa solid circles.

Figure 2. Schematic of a trapezoidal plate generator power supply to

drive a plasma focus. The input of the generator is crowbarred

with first plate motion. The detonator switch connects the

plasma focus in parallel with the ballast load at 3-4 I.ISbefore

genzrator burnout.

Figure 3. Schematic of the plasma focus used in these experiments.

.

Figure 4A. Composite plot from the various detectors (axial positionc) in

the one-dimensional neutron Imaginfl diagnostic for the neutron

production intensity versus time.

Figure 4B. Six snapshors in time of the neutron production intensity

v-reue diettince from the anode.

Figure 5. Neutron time hi~tory at 2.5 m from the plasma focus for shot

Iv-n.

Figure 6. Data from the 141 m time-of-flight axial and radial neutron

detectors for shot IV-6. 6A is the common timed detector

currnnt versue time. 6B mhowe the neutron ●nergy spectra for

thim ehot.
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Figtire 7. End-on gated channel-plate camera photographs of the plasma

sheath during rundown and initial collapse. 6A iS 1.49 IJS

after the plasma focus has been switched into circuit. 6B is

2.79 us in time and shows a late-time breech breakdown due Cd a

vacuum chamber asymmetry.

Figure 8. Characteristic (8A) voltage, (8B) current time-derivative, and

(8c) current traces versus time for shot IV-2.
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